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General function of rules on priority and taking free:

determining whether one person´s rights in a specific asset take precedence over another person´s 

conflicting rights in the same asset

Broad concept of priority and taking free covers different types of rules:

- priority rules in the strict sense  (ranking of several competing existing rights in the same asset)

- principle of nemo dat quod non habet (transferor cannot transfer better rights than held by himself)

- rules on good faith acquisition 

(exceptions to nemo dat, protecting the transferee even where the transferor lacked good title)

Rules on priority and taking free are of increased relevance:

- where no transfer of possession to secured creditor is required (non-possessory security) 

- where secured creditor´s rights not based upon ownership (proprietary security as limited prop. right) 

Different legal consequences of these rules:

- nemo dat/good faith acquisition rules determine whether competing rights are lost or can be acquired

- priority rules in the strict sense allow competing rights to exist; priority status has consequences as 

regards enforcement and distribution of proceeds

-> Results are often similar in practice where there are only two competing secured creditors and the proceeds   

of the collateral do not surpass the secured obligation 

-> Application of priority rules allows for more flexibility compared to nemo dat/good faith acquisition rules

I. Introduction: Rules on priority and taking free 
in secured transactions law in general



II. The secured transactions regimes of the DCFR Book IX 
and the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions

European Draft Common Frame of Reference (DCFR) of 2008:

- in the format of a codification, the DCFR covers in ten Books with approx. 1000 Articles most areas of Contract 

and Personal Property Law, the Law of Unjust Enrichment and the Law of Delict (Non-Contractual Liability)

- Book IX of the DCFR covers a regime for proprietary security in movable assets, laid out in 131 Articles

- originally an academic project, based upon the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL)

- intended both to reflect the acquis communautaire and existing traditions in the Member States 

and to promote best modern legislative and judicial practices

- from 2003 onwards, the EU Commission proposed the preparation of a Common Frame of Reference (CFR)

- publication of the DCFR as an academic draft in 2008 (notes on Book IX on Prop. Security publ. in 2015)

- current status: - DCFR incl. Book IX not likely to be adopted as EU Regulation or Directive in the near future

- Possible use as toolbox for European legislator

- Soft Law status: - persuasive authority  or common point of reference as pan-European academic text 

- inspiration for autonomous law reform on national level (e.g. Belgium 2013)

UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions (2016):

- based upon the UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on Secured Transactions (2010), intended to assist states in

developing modern secured transactions laws with a view to promoting the availability of credit

- Model Law developed as concise text:  to be used as tool for implementation of the Guide’s recommendations

- setting out a regime for secured transactions in 107 Articles plus 33 Model registry provisions



II. The secured transactions regimes of the DCFR Book IX 
and the UNCITRAL Model Law on Secured Transactions (2)

Broad similarities between the regime under the DCFR and the Model Law:

- DCFR and Model Law have similar objectives, i.e. providing a framework for a modern and efficient  

secured transactions law that promotes the availability of credit; 

in the drafting of the DCFR, the UNCITRAL Guide has been referred to and vice versa for the Model law

- Scope: Both secured transactions regimes cover intangibles and tangible movable property

- Non-possessory security: Neither DCFR nor Model Law require a transfer of possession of collateral

- Publicity by registration: Both secured transactions regimes have a general system of publicity by  

registration, providing for a notice filing system in an electronic register operated in a personal folio format

- Self-help remedies: Promotion of self-help and out-of-court remedies in enforcement, incl. appropriation

Functional and unitary/non-unitary approach especially concerning retention of title (r.o.t.):

- no distinction between classical security rights (charge, pledge) and functional equivalents based upon a 

transfer of ownership (e.g. security transfer of ownership, security assignment, sale and lease-back)

- retention of title (r.o.t.) covered both by DCFR and Model Law (functional approach as to scope):

- Model Law follows unitary  approach: r.o.t. as a (limited) security right with specific priority status

(the Legislative Guide had provided for a unitary and a non-unitary option)

- DCFR follows non-unitary approach: under r.o.t., ownership is retained, not only a security right 

(i.e. no re-characterisation, in line with traditions of European legal systems and parties´ intentions)

r.o.t. subject to the same rules as security rights (incl. priority), except creation and enforcement



III. General rule of priority: 
prior tempore potior iure (first in time prevails)

General rule of priority under DCFR (IX.-4:101) and Model Law (Art. 29):  

- as between competing proprietary security rights, priority is determined according to the order in time, 

i.e. the first in time prevails

- purpose of this rule: Protection of the secured position acquired by a secured creditor whose position 

generally (subject to exceptions) cannot be affected by subsequent transactions of the debtor

Priority primarily determined by order of registration of security rights (IX.-4:101 (1), (2)(a), Art. 29 (a)): 

- protection of the integrity of the registration system: order of registration easily ascertainable from the 

register and third parties can rely on the content of the register alone

- priority determined by time of registration even where security created later:   

point of time of actual creation of security not ascertainable from the register

prospective secured creditor can secure priority status through advance registration

- no retroactive determination of priority where security was created before registration:

avoiding the invisibility period for registration of charges under the UK Companies Act – secured creditor 

must register as soon as possible to secure priority status

For security made effective otherwise (e.g. possession), time of effectiveness decisive (IX.-4:101(2)(a), Art. 29(b))

Priority status of proprietary security extends to future advances of credit (cf. “tacking“ under English law):

- DCFR IX.-4:101 Notes VII 3 and Model Law Art. 44 - protection of integrity of registration system 

Knowledge of earlier non-registered security irrelevant for priority of registered security (Model Law Art. 45)



IV. Taking free under the rules on good faith acquisition

Functions of the rules on good faith acquisition: 

- protecting the expectations of a transferee acquiring rights in an asset without notice of earlier rights of third parties

- protecting the interests of commerce; parties to commercial transactions not to be burdened with unreasonable 

duties to investigate the existence of earlier rights of third parties 

Acquisition of ownership free of an earlier security right: 

- DCFR: IX.-6:102 juncto VIII.-3:102:

- transferee must acquire possession of the asset (requirement of delivery) and must acquire it for value

- transferee does not have knowledge and cannot reasonably be expected to know about earlier security right

- registered security: transferee is regarded as having notice of earlier security, unless

- transferor is acting in the ordinary course of its business; or

- security is not registered against the transferor (esp. where encumbered asset has been transferred before)

- Model Law: Art. 34 (4): General rule:

- transferee does not have knowledge of earlier security right; and

- transferor must have acted within ordinary course of its business

Art. 34 (9): Consumer goods:

- transferee acquires rights in consumer goods free of earlier acquisition security right if security is not registered

-> DCFR and Model Law are in agreement that in a notice filing system operated in a personal folio format, an acquirer 

within the ordinary course of the transferor´s business cannot be expected to consult the register and check through 

all notices against the transferee whether a security has been registered over the assets concerned.  



IV. Taking free under the rules on good faith acquisition (2)

Acquisition of security right in good faith in disregard of an earlier security right: 

- Model Law: Does not provide for the acquisition of a security right in disregard of an earlier security right on the

basis of the rules on good faith acquisition, cf. Art. 45

- DCFR: Good faith acquisition of a security right in disregard of an earlier security right and with priority over the  

earlier security allowed in very narrow circumstances, IX.-2:109, IX.-4:101 (5):

- secured creditor does not have knowledge and cannot reasonably be expected to know about earlier security

- for registered security: secured creditor is regarded as having notice of earlier security, unless security is not 

registered against the transferor (esp. where encumbered asset has been transferred before)

-> Prospective secured creditor to be held to a higher standard compared to an outright transferee as regards the 

possibility to rely on lack of knowledge concerning earlier security rights. Acting within the ordinary course of the 

transferor´s business not sufficient for protection of the prospective secured creditor. 



V. Assignment of receivables and priority
Receivables: Coordination of priority rules between outright assignments and security transfers (or charges) of claims 

- multiple outright assignments and security transfers raise similar issues of priority between multiple assignees

- requirement of registration in a movable property security register traditionally not applied to outright transfers

Model Law: Secured transactions regime covers outright assignments (Art.1 (2))

- solution inspired by US-American UCC (s. 9-109 (a)(3)) and PPSA (Saskatchewan PPSA 1993, s. 2)

- third party effectiveness of outright assignments dependent upon registration or control (Arts. 25 ss.)

- notification of account debtor relevant only  for possibility of discharge by payment to original creditor (Art. 63)

- between outright assignments and security transfers, priority status is primarily determined by order of registration,

with superpriority status for rights made effective by control (Art.  47) or possession of negot. instrument (Art. 46)

DCFR: Secured transactions regime does not cover outright assignments (cf. IX.–1:102 (4)(b))

- outright assignments covered exclusively by Book III, Chapter 5 of the DCFR

- outright assignment does not require registration or notification of account debtor (III.-5:104)

priority between competing outright assignments determined by order of notification (III.-5:121)

- priority rules of DCFR Book IX applicable only between security rights and other limited prop. rights, IX.-4:101 (1)

- priority between outright assignments and security transfers (or charges) of claims determined on the 

basis of general rules, especially the nemo dat-rule:

- outright assignment precedes security assignment: assignor cannot transfer title to secured creditor because 

outright assignment is effective against third parties without registration or notification requirement

- security assignment is made effective through registration before outright assignment takes place: 

assignee acquires claim subject to the security rights that is effective against third parties



VI. Superpriority of acquisition finance devices,
especially retention of title

Acquisition finance device or acquisition security right (Art. 2 (b) Model Law, IX.-1:201 (3) DCFR)

- security interest securing obligation to pay purchase price for the asset concerned 

or to repay credit advanced and used for payment of the purchase price 

- objective:  protection of trade credit; promoting sales of assets for macro-economic purposes 

- covers both: - limited proprietary security rights granted or retained for this purpose

- retained ownership under retention of title, leasing, hire-purchase

under the Model Law, r.o.t. is re-characterised as security right (Art. 2 (kk)) (unitary approach)

under the DCFR, r.o.t. is a security interest based upon retained ownership (non-unitary approach)

Superpriority for acquisition finance devices (Art. 38 (1) Model Law, IX.-4:102 (1) DCFR)

- effective acquisition finance device has priority over competing security, even if earlier, provided that:

- acquisition finance device is registered within short period of time (IX.-3:107 DCFR: 35 days) of delivery of asset

- or secured creditor holding acquisition security is in possession of collateral (Art. 38 (1)(a) Model Law)

- consumer goods: no registration requirement (Model Law Arts. 24, 38 (3)-A / (2)-B; DCFR IX.-3:107 (4)), 

acquisition security has superpriority over competing rights regardless of its registration 

- optional rule for inventory under Model Law (Art. 38 (2)-A):  notice to registered competing creditors required 

- effective acquisition finance device not fulfilling these requirements (esp. late registration): normal priority rules



VI. Superpriority of acquisition finance devices,
especially retention of title (2)

Novel approach of the DCFR: application of specific (super-)priority rules for acquisition finance devices to 

ownership-based retention of title under the non-unitary approach

- traditionally, relationship between retention of title and competing rights in the same asset not governed by 

priority rules in the strict sense, but by nemo dat quod non habet-rule

Example: A buys goods from B under r.o.t. -> A lacks title to these goods and cannot create security in favour of C,

whether before or after the sale from B to A (until A actually acquires ownership)

- DCFR seeks  to achieve the same favorable treatment of r.o.t. through application of specific (super-)priority rules 

[the outcome under specific priority rules has been described as a “restatement of the legal position for retention 

of ownership devices”]

objective of this approach: 

- simplifying the application of priority rules for acquisition finance devices of all types

- implementing the requirement to register r.o.t. within short time after delivery (DCFR IX.-3:107 (2))



VI. Superpriority of acquisition finance devices,
especially retention of title (3)

Three main examples for the application of the priority rules under the DCFR to ownership-based retention of title:

- Priority status of effective retention of title, duly registered in time:

- under traditional nemo dat-rule, buyer or lessee cannot create valid competing security rights due to lack of title

- DCFR: IX.-4:102 (2) provides that r.o.t. has priority over competing security rights, even if registered earlier

IX.-7:301 (2): competing security rights are extinguished if r.ot.-seller/lessor reclaims asset after default

- Priority status of retention of title that is not registered and therefore not effective against third parties:

- traditionally, r.o.t. does not need to be registered and lack of registration does not affect ownership of seller/lessor 

- DCFR: - without registration, r.o.t. is not effective (IX.-3:107) and therefore seller/lessor cannot rely on its retained 

ownership vis-à-vis third parties that have acquired rights in the asset from the buyer/lessee

- seller/lessor in the event of default entitled towards the r.o.t.-buyer/lessee to terminate the underlying 

relationship and reclaim the asset, but any effective security right created for a third party is not affected

- Priority status of retention of title that is registered outside the prescribed period:

- traditionally, r.o.t. does not need to be registered (see above), lack of registration has no priority consequences 

- DCFR: - r.o.t. registered outside the prescribed period does not enjoy superpriority (IX.-3:107 (3)) and has the same                 

priority status as a normal security instead, i.e. according to the time of registration

- seller/lessor in the event of default entitled to terminate the sale/leasing contract and to reclaim the asset, 

but any previously registered security right created for a third party is not affected (IX.-7:301 (2)(c))


